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How a Water Supply is Procured and Distributed
 (1)	Primitive Methods.  The simplest way of getting a supply of water
is to dip it up by hand from a stream, spring, or lake.   In Oriental or
tropical countries such as Persia, India, and Venezuela, one can any day
see scores of women walking gracefully to the stream or the fountain with
earthenware jars poised on their heads or shoulders.   Elsewhere men with
plump goatskin bags on their backs or driving barrel-shaped little donkey
carts bring water from the muddy river and fill the big earthenware pots
that stand in a shady corner of every courtyard.
 (2)	Ordinary Wells.   Among rural civilized people and among many
who are only partly civilized, wells are the most common source of water.
This is because the soil and the solid rock are everywhere saturated with
water below a certain depth.   The varying level at which permanent water
is found is called the water table.   The water table is only a few inches
below the surface in swamps, but generally several hundred feet in deserts.
To be a success, a well must penetrate below the lowest level to which this
table falls in dry seasons.   The chief difficulty with wells is to raise the
water to the surface.   In backward places this is still done by hand with
long ropes.   In parts of tropical Mexico long lines of women come to the
wells in the cool of the morning long before sunrise and wait their turn
in order to pull up water from a depth of a hundred feet or more.   Often,
however, this work is done by horses, oxen, or camels.   In Mexico the
well rope is sometimes fastened to the horns of an ox, or the saddle of a
horse, where it causes a great and unnecessary strain which soon kills the
animals.   These primitive methods, however, are fast being replaced by
machinery.   The simplest machine for drawing water is the hand pump,
but pumps run by animal power, wind, or gasoline are also largely used.
The use of such pumps usually leads to the building of tanks or reservoirs,
and thus makes it easy to have running water in the house at all times.
This is a great advantage, for the easier it is to get water the more likely
people are to use it, not only for drinking and cooking, but also for bath-
ing, washing, and fire protection.   Moreover, such a water system is a
great help in insuring purity.
 (3)	Artesian and Driven Wells.   The use of machinery has made it
possible to drill wells of great depth.   Artesian wells are those in which
the well penetrates to porous layers of rock lying between impervious
clayey layers.   The layers must be tilted sufficiently so that considerable
areas of the porous layer are exposed at the surface at a level above that
of the bottom of the well.   These areas receive rain which seeps slowly
along in the porous layer and fills it completely not only at the surface but
also in its deeper portions far away.   When a well penetrates into this
deeper portion, the pressure of the water all through the porous layer

